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‘1 INTRODUCTION 

Force and moment measurements on models in the high speed wind tunnels at 

R.A.E. are made by the use of strain gauge balances. Usually components along 

and about a right-angled axis system fixed in the model are measured. The 

measurements are recorded on servo indicators, which are developed versions of 

those described in Ref.?, so that a change in a particular component results in 

a change of shaft position in its associated indicator. 
. 

Although an individual section of the balance is designed to measure an 

individual component, it usually has some sensitivity to other components. The 
i 

data obtained from the balance then require correction to eliminate the inter- 

actions thus arising. Other corrections are necessary for changes in model tare 

components with attitude, variations in kinetic pressure, erroneous base pressures, 

temperature drifts in the strain gauges. 

The practice has been to equip the servo indicator shafts with digitisers, 

thus enabling the uncorrected data to be recorded on punched cards or tape. 

These data were subsequently used together with the balance calibration data to 

obtain the corrected rerllts via a digital computer. Thus the results of a test 

would not be available until several days after its completion. This delay is 

undesirable for several reasons; for instance a need for further data points may 
become apparent only upon inspection of the corrected data, so that the expense 

of re-running a test is incurred which could have been avoided had corrected 

results been imediately available. 

However desirable on-line data correction may be for conventional tests, 

for the flight dynamics simulator2 installation using the R.R.E. No.19 wind- 

tunnel it is essential. In this application a new set of corrected data must 

be available within two milliseconds of the model attitude changing. 

This report descpibes the tare correction unit and analogue correction 

unit now used by the No.19 wind-tunnel system to meet data correction needs 

both for the simulator and conventional tests. The former was specially built 

to work with the particular Qype of servo indicator in use whereas the latter 

is not so restricted in its application. 

Before deciding to employ analogue computing techniques for data correction, 

consideration was given to digital and D.D.A. techniques but it was found that 

analogue equipment could meet the speed and accuracy requirements at least cost. 
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This report includes a comparison of results obtained using the analogue 

correction unit with those from the s8me raw data processed by digital computer. 

The tare correction unit was manufactured within R.A.E. The analogue 

correction unit was designed and manufactured by Messrs. Redifon Ltd., Crawley, 

Sussex to R.A.E. Specification Number TFEQ 357-2. 

2 THE TARE CORRECTION UNIT 

If the balance has channels nominally measuring components of force 

(X, Y, Z) along and moment (L,M,IJ) about a right angled axis system Ox,y,z, 

fixed in the model, of weight w end the centre of gravity of which is xg along 

the Ox axis, then the tare components listed in Table 1 will also be measured. 

In this table u denotes the incidence and h the roll angle, Ed:' etc. are 

misalignments due to the same balance imperfections which cause interactions. 

Table 1 

F Channel 

x 

Y 

Z 

L 

M 

N 

Tare components 

Tare component 

w sin (a f EX) 

w cos u sin(A + sy) 

w c3s u cos(h + Ez) 

Nil if C,G. lies on 

Approximation 

2 
w sin (h + sy) - w + sin h 

2 
w cos(h+ Ez> -w+os h 

Ox axis 

wxg cos a cos(h + Em) wxg cos(h -I- Em) - wx 
d 

g2 
cos h 

2 
wxg cos CT sin(h * En) wxg sin(h + En) a wx z sin h 

g 2 

To simplify the computing the approximation shown in the table has been 

adopted. This involves an error rising roughly as the fourth power of incidence 

to a value of 0.15& of the tare contribution at the maximum incidence obtainable 

(25"). Since the tare contribution is likely to be considerably smaller than the 

aerodynamic contribution to the balance output at this incidence the error due to 

the approximation as a percentage of balance output is not significant. Since in 

some circumstances (particularly models restricted to small incidences) the 

changes in tare components can be quite large compared with the aerodynamic 
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forces being measured, it was decided to apply compensation for the first term 

of the approximation within the servo indicators themselves in order to keep the 

excursions due to tare loads small and the useful range of the ins-iruments a 

maximum. The principle adopted is to develop signals equal and opposite to the 

balance outputs due to tare component changes, and to sum those signals with 

the appropriate balance outputs at the servo amplifier inputs, To this end the 

tare correction unit is provided with two shafts driven by servo systems to 

follow the tunnel incidence and roll angles respectively. The shafts are 

equipped with sine/cosine potentiometers supplied via padding resistors from 

the balance power supply. The outputs of the potentiometers are passed through 

variable "sensitivity" resistors for scaling the size of the correction (w or 

wxg) and thence to the servo amplifier input. The alignments of the potentio- 

meters are individually adjustable over a range of about 40" to enable their 

outputs to be exactly anti-phased with the balance outputs. Fig.2, shows 

diagrammatically the arrangement for one channel. 

A nulling procedure is adopted for setting up the correction and is most 

easily performed with the aid of an X-Y plotter. The most sensitive range OI 

the servo indicator is always used during setting up since the setting holds 

good for all sensitivities but is most accurately found using this range. A 

plot is made of indicator reading versus some convenient function of the 

attitude parameter causing the change in tare component, for instance K sin 5 

and adjustments are made to the phase of the sin/cos potentiometer and the 

'sensitivity" controls of the particular channel of the tare correction unit 

unti'l a horizontal straight line is achieved within the desired accuracy. A 
typical example of the result of this procedure is shown in Fig.3, where it can 

be seen that correction is possible to within zkO.2;; of fu3.1 scale on the 

maximum indicator sensitivity. Also plotted in this fQure is the highly 

satisfactory result of this compensation at the indicator sensitivity used in 

practice for this particular balance component. 

Dynamic performance is indicated in Fig.4, where various rates of roll 

are used and little increase in error is apparent in this range of roll rates. 

Analogues of s2 sin h and a2 cos h are generated by means of linear and 

sin/cos potentiometers as indicated in Fig.5. These analogue voltages are fed 

into the analogue correction unit at appropriate parts of the system as 

indicated in Fig.?. Since these provide very small corrections there is no 

fine phase adjustment. The sensitivity controls for setting 17 and zkwxg, are on 

the analogue correction unit programme panel, see Fig.6, and Fig.?, 

potentiometers g2' g3, g5 and g6. 
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The setting-up procedure in this case is merely a matter of setting values 

on the :gt potentiometers which make the analogue correction unit outputs at 

large incidence the same as those at zero incidence, at appropriate roll angles, 

3 ANALOGUE CORRECTIONUNIT PROGRAMME 

3.1 Production of voltage analogues of raw data 

Voltages proportional to raw data readings are produced by potentiometers 

fitted to the output shafts of the servo indicators or gear driven by the 

Midwood manometers3 which are used to measure base pressure Pb and P 
b2 

and 

stagnation pressure RT. 
1 

The potentiometers used are compatible with the accuracies of the 

instruments concerned - 0.1:; law accuracy for the servo indicators and 0.025:: for 

the manomete;*s, although the latter does represent a very slight degradation. 

The potentiometers are supplied from one or other of the correction unit reference 

supplies which are plus or minus 100 volts, stable to within 33.02 volts. 

Thus 100 volts represents the full scale reading of loo;.. of indicator 

shaft rotation or 120 or 60 inches of mercury absolute pressure, depending on 

the manometers in use. 

3+2 Datum shift 

The servo indicator can be set to any shaft position for no input, and 

changes in input can then be measured from that position as datum. This leads 

to the need for calculations of the form R = E - E-, where R is the change in 

position 

been Eo. 

To 

negative 

due to an input which gives a position E, the datum position having 

facilitate this, "zero setU potentiometers are provided, fed from the 

reference supply, whose outputs are summed with the (positive) outputs 

of the servo indicator driven potentiometers. 

3.3 Temperature correction 

Strain gauge balances are usually somewhat temperature sensitive, although 

those with a marked sensitivity are rejected. The stagnation temperature in the 

No.19 tunnel can be controlled within -tl"C and it is usual to arrange it so 

that the balance remains close to room temperature during tests, thus minimising 

drifts. Small drifts in balance output nevertheless sometimes occur which can 

often be linearly related to a temperature measured somewhere on the balance. 

The practice is to place thermistors at up to three strategic places on the 

balance so that the most appropriate temperature reading can be related to each 

component output by calibration. 
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, 

We then obtain six equations for notional changes in indicator readings, 

due to changes in force or moment only, of the following form: 

Where suffix F refers to force or moment channels X, Y, Z, L, M or N, 

K is a calibration factor and PTA is defined by 

%A = ETA - *TAO l 

Where suffix T refers to a temperature channel specified by A = 1, 2 or 3. 

In the correction unit any of the three voltage analogues of PTA can be 

selected to provide a correction of the required sign for any force or moment 

channel. The selector switches shown in Fig.7 determine which voltages are fed 

to the temperature correction scaling potentiometers KP6 

3.4 Corrections for interactions 

In a well designed strain gauge balance interactions, by which is meant 

sensitivity to components of force or moment other than t'ne desired one, are 

fairly small and linear to the accuracy of the indicator. An exception has been 

the axial force component in some balance designs, in which sensitivity to cross 

products or squares of vaiious components has been present. In particular, 

calibrations of the axial components of balances in which the axial force unit 

is at the rear contain such terms, which arise from the misalignment of axial 

component and model axes caused by sting bending under normal or side loads. In 

the latest designs4 these terms are minimised by geometry giving high stiffness 

and compactness. 

Provided tkere are no interactions of axial force on the other components 

then correction for cross product sensitivity in this channel may be accomplished 

conveniently. The digital data reduction programme currently in use accepts such 

terms together with the above restriction and it is possible to devise ways of 

so doing using analogue technic:aes (see for instance the layout in Fig.2 of 

Ref.2). However, a case can now be made that it is more generally useful to 

correct for all possible linear interactions and to exclude cross product 

sensitivity terms (not precluding their correction in some off-line processing 

if necessary in special cases). This course certainly requires less equipment 

and is adopted for the correction unit described here. 
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In order to eliminate interactions it is necessary to find a, b, etc.in the 

matrix composed of six equations, each of form 

F = %~+b~%+%%+$%+eF%+f~% 

where F is X, Y, Z, L, $ N successively. 

In the digital correction procedure the corresponding coefficients in the 

inverse matrix are first found by the method described in Ref.5 and this matrix 

is then inverted to obtain the required form above. 

In the analogue correction unit, to save equipment and maintain accuracy3 

the coefficients of $ are normalised with respect to the leading coefficient in 

each equation and six JF F are generated. JF is the reciprocal of each leading 

coefficient before normalisation and is automatically cancelled in the final 

scaling proceduze. The normalised coefficients are then effectively set up by 

potentiometers supplied with either positive or negative voltage analogues of 

RF 
according to the sign of the coefficient in question. The setting up 

procedure consists in using the potentiometers to null the interactions apparent 

when the leading terms only are present, as described in section 4.2. 

Also added at this stage are the second order tare correction terms, and 

provision is made for including in the summation externally generated voltages, 

SC, which could for instance be used to represent thrust. 

Inputs to the summing amplifiers computing JP F are via patch leads so as 

to provide maximum flexibility in programming. 

3.5 Base pressure correction 

Rue to sting interference the base pressures, Pb, acting on the model are 

usually non-representative of flight conditions. It is then the custom to apply 

corrections to the measured axial force as that the result corresponds to a 

condition in which there is free stream static pressure on the base. In common 

with the current digital correction programme, corrections for up to two different 

base areas exposed to different unrepresentative pressures are permitted. Since 

at constant Mach number free stream static pressure bears a constant relation to 

stagnation pressure, H T, the following calculation of corrected axial force is 

made. 

JX X’ = JXX+K.,HT + K$-pb > + K3’-pb > 
1 2 

where K,, K2 and K3 are constants set by potentiometers whose inputs are voltage 

analogues of HT, Pb and Pb . 
1 2 



3.6 C.G. shift facility 

There is sometimes a need to compute pitching and yawing moments about 

reference points (i.e. C.G. positions) other than those implied in the balance 

calibration matrix. 

. 

In the case of pitching moment, for instance, this involves generating 

JM Mr where 

JM My = JMM+xl JZZ , 

. 

x, being the distance moved. 

To facilitate the solution this is rewritten 

JM Mr = JM M -I- x,('JZ Z> 

x1 now always being positive and the sign of Jz Z chosen appropriate to the 

direction of C.G. shift. If a potentiometer is used to set x, the maximum 

shift is limited by x, p 1. To overcome this restriction provision is made 

for generation of the alternative form 

where J 
M' 

= JM/x, - 

A patchboard is provided to allow either form of the equation to be used; 

the potentiometer sets either x, or 1/x1 as appropriate. 

Similar arrangements are provided for yawing moment shift x2. Although 

normally x, end x2 would be the same, the correction unit does not make this 

obligatory. 

3.7 Sting bending correction 

If the model attitude is to be known accurately it is necessary to compute 

the deflection of the balance under load, Deflections about the roll axis are 

normally small enough to be ignored, and the other components of deflection, 

ClcL and 43, are computed from the following equations:* 

-&X = A, Jz 2 + B,(- JM M) 

- 43 = A2 JY Y -I- B2 JN N . 
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being 

3.8 

The coefficients A1 etc. are set on potentiometers, the appropriate values 

determined during balance calibration. 

Normalisation with respect to kinetic pressure 

In conventional tests the output data are required as coefficients, 

cF = F/q& where q is the stream kinetic pressure and S is a reference area or 

volume of the model as appropriate, but for simulation purposes forces and 

moments appropriate to full scale must be generated. 

Since the tunnel kinetic pressure is not necessarily constant nor that at 

full scale, the approach adopted in the analogue correction unit is to generate 

the quantity F/q, where q is the tunnel kinetic pressure, and to provide for 

individual scaling of each output channel. This allows coefficients to be 

obtained if required by arranging that the scale factor represents 1/S or 

alternatively permits generation of full scale forces and moments appropriate 

to any constant altitude in which case the scale factor represents the full 

scale kinematic pressure. Compensation for variations of altitude is 

conveniently achieved in the associated computers (Corsair D.D.A's) when 

necessary to the simulation. 

The requirements are met by solving the equation F/q = JF F VS GF/bT . 

for each of the six components using a servo divider. GF are adjustable gains 

of the output amplifiers, V s, the servo divider standard voltage, is also a . 

preset scaling factor common to all outputs when the test Mach number is constant, 

since q/bT is then ccnstant. One reason for using this form of division is that 

if a variable Mach number nozzle is eventually provided for the tunnel it will 

still be possible to generate coefficients, or outputs suitable for the simulator, 

by coupling the Mach numbtir selecting control so as to vary VS in an appropriate 

manner, otherwise retaining the same arrangement. 

The final scaling (GF) is by variable gain amplifiers rather than by 

potentiometers so as to obtain the low output impedance required by the simulator ' 

equipment. 
1 

The variation in output provided is such that with HT = Vs and servo 

indicator datum positions in mid-scale, the output for full swing of servo 

indicator shaft position can be set anywhere in the range &22V to %V. 

Fig.6 shows the layout of the programme panel and Fig.7 shaws the schematic 

layout of the analogue correction unit. 



4 CALIBRATION TRCHNIQUE 

To facilitate programming the correction unit, it incorporates a digital 

voltmeter which can be switched to display the output of any amplifier. 

It is then quite feasible to calibrate a strain gauge balance by 

conventional methods such as those suggested by Anderson 5 and to set up the 

constants so found on the machine. However, a much simpler technique can be 

‘ adopted which has the merit of ensuring that no mistakes of sign or order of 

magnitude of constants can arise. The technique, which is a nulling procedure, 

is described in the following sections. 

4.1 Temperature calibration 

While the balance is slowly temperature cycled, each RTA is used in 

turn to restore each RF to zero output and the potentiometer setting $ 

required is noted. The procedure is repeated at many points in the cycle. The 

appropriate RTA for each channel is then that which gives least spread of 

potentiometer settings and the correct setting is the mean of this least 

spread. 

4.2 Cancellation of interactions 

The model is mounted in the tunnel, as for test, except that the 

calibration equipment is fitted to it. The attitude control systes is used 

to set the model level. 

The analogue correction unit scaling is set to give ma25mum output. 

The leading terms in the six-by-six balance matrix are patched in, 

i.e. RX to input 6 or 7 of the X group, see Fig.?, RY to input 6 or 7 of the Y 

group etc. The signs of s used are selected to give the correct sign of output 

as each component of force or moment is applied in turn to the model. 

The maximum zoad along the Z model axis is then applied at the moment 

reference point. Sting deflection is compensated by adjustment of -potentiometer 

Al of the LLr. computation until the model is level, since the fk, output is 

connected into the attitude control system. 

The outputs of F/q other than Z/q are restored to zero by connecting the 

appropriate signs of Rz volts to the respective JF F summing amplifiers via 

potentiometer inputs and suitably adjusting the potentiometers. The 

potentiometer settings and the value of Z/q are noted. 
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The load is then moved to the furthest forward permissible position and 

the hrcorrectionadjusted by potentiometer Bl to restore the model to a level 

attitude. The outputs F/q, with the exception of Z/q and M/q are once more 

nulled using appropriate signs of RM volts and further potentiometer inputs to 

the JF F summers. Z/q is restored to the value it had when the load was at the 

reference point and M/q is noted, together with the potentiometer settings. 

The load is then moved aft of the reference point by the same amount and the 

outputs nulled by adjustment of the potentiometers supplied from Rm as at the a 

forward point. The potentiometers are then set to the means of the values 

obtained at fore and aft loadings. The potentiometer feeding sinto J$4 is set _ 

LO give numerically similar M/q at fore and aft loadings. 

Similar procedures are carried out varying each of the other force and 

moment components in turn and setting the L!$ correction when dealing with Y and 

N (for which the model rolls through 90"). 

If normal and/or side loads in both senses are to be experienced then 

calibration loads are applied in both senses in turn, and the potentiometers 

are set to the means of the settings obtained with loadings of each sense. 

Normally the differences in settings are small and if in any particular case 

this proves not to be so it is indicative of balance sensitivity to cross 

product terms. Of course correction for these is outside the scope of the 

equipment in the form described here, but this procedure even then results 

in the best compromise settings. 

The whole loading and nulling programme is then repeated, since the 

process is inherently an iterative one, as many times as are necessary to 

obtain cancellation of interactions to within ?C.lC,, of full scale output. 

Certain non-linearities in balance outputs may, if present, prevent cancellation 

to this accuracy, others may be looked for by applying combinations of loads 

and examining the outputs. 

The convergence of the cancellation process depends on the size of the 

interactions but in practical cases satisfactory cancellation may be achieved 

in three or four loading cycles, some of which may not need to be complete. 

The method eliminates the need for matrix inversion and the possibility 

of misinterpretation of calibration data. 



4.3 Final scaling 

Normalisation with respect to stagnation pressure, HT, is performed by a 

servo-divider whose standard voltage, VS, is a factor in the final scaling. 

VS must always be less than the analogue of HT but optimum accuracy of the 

divider occurs when VS is close to HT. Now the range of HT used with any 

particular set of servo indicator sensitivities (and hence any calibration) is 

in any case small. The highest divider accuracy is thus easily preserved and 

I the following procedure for setting-up the scaling may be adopted. 

The manometer reading HT is made to give a value representative 

of that to be used in the test. VS is set some five to ten percent less than this 

(sufficient to allow for the lowest test HT to be encountered). The values of 

the desired outputs corresponding to maximum calibration loads are calculated 

for this HT and the gains of each of the final amplifiers adjusted in turn to 

obtain these outputs when the loads are applied. 

4.4 Base pressure correction 

If the base pressure and total head are equal, e.g. 'kind off': then the 

axial force coefficient should appear as 

c 

where Sb is the base area, q/1$ is a constant for a given Mach number. The 

correction is then simply set by adjusting the settings of K2 and/or K 
3 

potentiometers respectively so as to obtain the analogues of the increments in 

CX calculated as above. CX now corresponds to zero base pressure conditions. 

The correction to free stream static pressure is constant for given Mach number 

and so the output is made to change by this calculated amount by adjustment of 

the K, potentiometers. 

4.5 C.G. Shift calibration 

If the form J MM' = JMM+ x1(* JZZ) is used (section 3.6) it is merely 

necessary to apply a load at various known positions along the model X-axis, 

and note the readings of the ::, potentiometer to achieve zero output M/q. 

If the alternative form is used it is necessary to change the output scale 

setting for each change of the x, potentiometer setting. This requires the load 

to be applied at two positions in succession, first at the proposed reference 

point, when the output is nulled as before, and secondly as far from this 

reference as possible, when the gain of the output amplifier must be adjusted 
to obtain the calculated output corresponding to the moment about the proposed 

reference point. 
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5 FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY 

5.1 Static accuracy 

The accuracy aimed at is 20.1 5, of the maximum output swing which can be 

produced by changing the indicator shaft positions from one extremity to the 

other. 

The requirement is for stability and resolution with the need for 

linearity restricted to a few components. These are the potentiometers fitted 

to the servo indicators, which have a law accuracy of kO.l;, and the manometers, 

kO.O25$, the servo-divider potentiometers, which are within 20.05$ and the 

operational amplifiers. 

The amplifiers used have an open loop gain of about 107, Benyon' gives 

the open loop gain, A, of a summing amplifier which is required to achieve a 

certain fractional error o as:- 

I-CC A=, 

where C is the sum of the closed loop gains for each input to the summer. 

Some of the JF F summing amplifiers have eight inputs, each of unity 
gain, so in this worst case E = 9 X 10 -7 . 

Stability is limited by amplifier drift, temperature changes in summing 

resistors and stability of reference supplies. 

The drift over a long period of the amplifiers is specified less than 

100 PV, referred to the summing point. Typically it is claimed to be less 

than half of this. 

Following Howe8, the output drift eD of an amplfiier can be related to 

that at the summing point, eB, by the expression 

eD = (l+C)eB , 

(c = sum of closed loop gains). 



This gives the output drift of the JF F amplifiers as 900 ~-07. The drift 

in a complete channel is then approximately (1400 GF + 100) PV which is 0.002$ 

full scale at max GF or O.OO!j$ at min GF. 

The temperature coefficients of the summing resistors have been specified 

to be not more than 20 parts per million per degree C. If it so happened that 

in one channel all the input resistors had limiting coefficients of one Sign 

and all the feedback resistors the opposite sign then 6°C change in ambient 

temperature could cause the gain of the channel to change by O.l$. However, 
this is a 

I The 

The 

of io.05$ 

remote possibility. 

reference voltage supplies have stability specified as 5~0.02~. 

digital voltmeter incorporated in the correction unit has an accuracy 

in a range of 19995. 

5.2 ?ynamic accuracy 

The dynamic accuracy requirements for the unit are not at all severe. 

The input voltages are slowly varying by analogue computing standards if for no 

other reason than the limitations in dynamic performance of the indicators and 

manometers. 

The only component for which it was thought necessary to specify any 

dynamic performance was the servo divider. This will follow a change in HT 

of ‘15$ of maximum per second with a dynamic error less than O.l$. In fact this 

is far in excess of any likely rate of HT change. 

6 PERFORMANCE 

Two aspects of performance which are of interest are tile success or 

otherwise of the combined calibration and setting up procedure described in 
section 4 and the credibility of the outputs under tunnel running conditions. 

The crucial part of the former is the interaction cancellation. In order 

to check this, a typical six-component balance (not embodying the latest design 

of axial force component) has been calibrated by the method of section 4 and 

afterwards by the conventional method derived from Ref.?. The normalised 

interaction matrix programmed in the analcgue correction unit by the calibration 

process was then found. In order to compare the relevant part of it (i.e. 

excluding the *Xr equation) with the corresponding conventionally found matrix 

it was necessary to invert and scale it. This process, carried out by digital 

computer, enforced agreement between the leading terms of the two matrices. 

The degree of agreement in the other terms then reflected the compatibility of 
the two calibrations. Each term can of course be represented by the slope or 
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intercept of a line in the appropriate RFbp x plane. A sample of the results 

is plotted in Figs.8 to 11. In each figure the slope or intercept of one of the 

lines, as indicated, has been made to agree with the mean value found from the 

points from the conventional calibration, The intercept or slope of that line, 

and both slope and intercept of the other line, are freely determined by the 

calibration technique. The satisfactory agreement between the lines and the 

points from the conventional calibration shows that the method of section 4 is 

entirely adequate. 

In order to check the remaining performance aspects a tunnel run was made 

in which the model was traversed through a range of incidence several times and 

raw and computed data recorded at one degree of incidence intervals on punched 

paper tape. The raw data was corrected.by digital computer, using the balance 

matrix derived from the analogue machine except in the case of the axial force 

channel, for which the results of the conventional calibration, which includes 

small cross product terms, were used. For all components the overall scaling 

was independently determined by the two different methods. 

This check falls short of perfection since to obtain the desired agreement 

not only must the correction unit performance be up to standard but so also must 

the servo indicators and balance. It was not possible to freeze the servos 

during data recording, which occupied twenty seconds per data point. The results 

then reflect drifts and unsteadiness in indicator readings during the read out 

period. The datum readings for the two computations were also subject to the 

same source of discrepancy. Thus we should expect to find random scatter of 

the differences covering a band corresponding to about 0.2sJ of servo indicator 

full scale even if the aerodynamic and/or servo indicator steadiness was of the 
highest standard to be expected. Also the mean of this band could lie anywhere 

within the equivalent of W.2;, of servo full scale from zero if the servo 

indicators remained within the best expected limits during datum read-out. If 

the displacement were outside these limits it would be due either to incorrect 

datum setting on the correction unit or to less than the best balance and servo 

performance. The second cause is not associated with the correction unit and 

the former would be condemnatory only if it were due to any difficulty in datum 

setting. No such difficulty is in fact experienced. 
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The test was such that at zero incidence all loads except axial force 

were small so that the outputs were insensitive to the accuracy of scaling. 

Axial force was sensitive to this and also to the correctness of base pressure 

compensation. At large incidence the normal force and pitching moment also 

became large while the three remaining components remained small. Accuracy of 

scaling would thus be indicated by the absence of any slope in the plots of 

differences in Cz and CM versus incidence. Both conventional and the analogue 

unit methods of scaling can permit errors which depend on the definition of 

differences of servo indicator readings at various loads. The further the 

readings can be spread apart in terms of resulting indicator shaft positions, 

the better defined is the scaling, In the case of CH both methods of 

calibration utilise the same amount of rotation since momentsin both senses 

are applied, but in the case of Cz the method for the digital computation 

required application of loads in one sense only so that less than half the 

available shaft rotation was used. Thus for this component the method used 

for the analogue unit scaling is inherently better. 

The best results that could be expected then may exhibit a slope within 

the limits defined by:- 

-+load/max. calibration load X 0.2% Output for .full scale servo change, 

the discrepancy thus arising being additional to that arising from the previously 

described source. Limits of best expected agreement as described here have been 

draw*1 in Figs.12 to 17. 

The presence of non-linear terms due to the particular type of balance 

design leads to the curvature of the axial force results of Fig.12. There is 

evidence of scaling errors rather larger than the best expected in the normal 

force results of Fig.14 but this is in contrast to the pitching moment results 

of Fig.16 where the scaling error is well within limits. None of the results 

show any tendency to systematic drift with time. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The analogue unit in the form considered together with the tare correction 

unit provide corrected data to an order of accuracy consistent with that of the 

input data so long as no cross product or square term balance interactions are 

present. 
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(2) The success of the present equipment leads to the expectation that the 
extended version of Ref.2 could satisfactorily correct for the non-linear 

interactions sometimes associated with early designs of aerial force balance. 

The error in axial component due to neglect of these interactions is not 

large with the balance used for the evaluation presented here, and considerably 

smaller errors would be expected in similar circumstances with recent balance 

designs. The desirability of such an extension is thus open to question. 

(3) The dynamic performance of the analogue correction unit would make it 

suitable for use with input devices considerably faster than the present servo 
indicators. 

(4) The equipment has the considerable advantages of eliminating the delays 

in production of results associated with off-line digital data correction and 
enabling the adoption of a simple calibration procedure which eliminates the 

risk of errors 9s to the sign or order of magnitude of balance interaction 
calibration terms. 

Acknowledgement is made to Mr. R. Purkiss of Aerodynamics Department who 

was responsible for the development of the tare correction unit. 
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SYMBOLS 

xf3 
r  

F% 

yr E 
R 

F 

a,b + f 

k 

q 
c 

Suffices 

0 

A 

F 

X, Y, Z, b MJ N 

force components along x, y, z axes 

moment components about x, y, z axes 

body fixed axes system 

angle of incidence of model 

angle of roll of model 

misalignment due to balance imperfection 

model weight 

distance of model C.G. from origin 

base pressure 

stagnation pressure of free stream 

servo indicator shaft position 

change of position from datum (E - E,) 

generalisation for X,Y,Z, L,M,N 

calibration constants 

balance temperature coefficient 

scaling factor, inverse of leading coefficient in balance equation 

scaling factor, pressures 

distance of C.G. shift 

gain of output amplifier 

standard for servo divider 

kinetic pressure 

sum of closed loop gains of summing amplifier 

sting bending coefficients 

sting deflection angle in the xz plane 

sting deflection angle in the xy plane 

refers to datum conditions 

refers to first, second or third temperature measurement channel 

generalisation for X,Y,Z, L,M,N 

quantities related to corresponding force or moment channel 
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